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Step
Learn real-world C programming as per the
latest ANSI standard DESCRIPTION In this
heterogeneous world a program that is
compiler dependent is simply unacceptable.
ANSI C Programming teaches you C language
in such a manner that you are able to
write truly portable programs. This book
doesn’t assume any programming background.
It begins with the basics and steadily
builds the pace so that the reader fins it
easy to handle complicated topics towards
the end. Each chapter has been designed to
create a deep and lasting impression on
the reader’s mind. “If taught through
examples, any concept becomes easy to
gasp”. This bok follows this dictum
faithfully, Yashavant has crafted well
thought out programming examples for every
aspects of C programming. KEY FEATURES
Learn real-world C programming as per the
latest ANSI standard All programs work on
DOS, Windows as well as Linux Detailed
explanation of difficult concepts like
“Pointers” and “Bitwise operators” End of
chapter exercises drawn from different
universities Written by best-selling
author of Let Us C WHAT WILL YOU LEARN
Algorithms, control instructions, strings,
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bitwise operators, flowcharts, functions
Structures, enumerations, data types,
pointers, unions, dynamic memory
allocation Storage classes, arrays, File
IO, linked list WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR
Students, Programmers, researchers, and
software developers who wish to learn the
basics of ANSI C Programming. Table of
Contents 1. Before We Begin 2.
Introduction To Programming 3. Algorithms
For Problem Solving 4. Introduction To C
Language 5. The Decision Control Structure
6. The Loop Control Structure 7. The Case
Control Structure 8. Functions & Pointers
9. Data Types Revisited 10. The C
Preprocessor 11. Arrays 12. Puppetting On
Strings 13. Structures 14. Self
Referential Structures and Linked Lists
15. Console Input/Output 16. File
Input/Output 17. More Issues In
Input/Output 18. Operations On Bits 19.
Miscellaneous Features
Beginning Microsoft Visual Basic 2008 is
designed to teach you how to write useful
programs in Visual Basic 2008 as quickly
and easily as possible. There are two
kinds of beginners for whom this book is
ideal: You’re a beginner to programming
and you’ve chosen Visual Basic 2008 as the
place to start. That’s a great choice!
Visual Basic 2008 is not only easy to
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learn, it’s also fun to use and very
powerful. You can program in another
language but you’re a beginner to .NET
programming. Again, you’ve made a great
choice! Whether you’ve come from Fortran
or Visual Basic 6, you’ll find that this
book quickly gets you up to speed on what
you need to know to get the most from
Visual Basic 2008. Visual Basic 2008
offers a great deal of functionality in
both tools and language. No one book could
ever cover Visual Basic 2008 in its
entirety—you would need a library of
books. What this book aims to do is to get
you started as quickly and easily as
possible. It shows you the roadmap, so to
speak, of what there is and where to go.
Once we’ve taught you the basics of
creating working applications (creating
the windows and controls, how your code
should handle unexpected events, what
object-oriented programming is, how to use
it in your applications, and so on), we’ll
show you some of the areas you might want
to try your hand at next. To this end, the
book is organized as follows: Chapters 1
through 9 provide an introduction to
Visual Studio 2008 and Windows
programming. Chapter 6 provides an
introduction to XAML and Windows
Presentation Foundation (WPF) programming.
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Chapter 10 provides an introduction to
application debugging and error handling.
Chapters 11 through 13 provide an
introduction to object-oriented
programming and building objects. Chapter
14 provides an introduction to creating
Windows Forms user controls. Chapter 15
provides an introduction to graphics in
Windows applications. Chapters 16 and 17
provide an introduction to programming
with databases and covers Access, SQL
Server, ADO.NET and LINQ. Chapters 18 and
19 provide an introduction to ASP.NET and
show you how to write applications for the
Web. Chapter 20 provides a brief
introduction to XML, a powerful tool for
integrating your applications—regardless
of the language they were written in.
Chapter 21 introduces you to web services
and the Windows Communication Foundation
(WCF). Chapter 22 introduces you to
sequential workflows using the Windows
Workflow Foundation (WF). Chapter 23
introduces you to building applications
for mobile devices using the Compact
Framework classes. Chapter 24 introduces
you to deploying applications using
ClickOnce technology. Chapter 25 provides
some insight on where to go next in your
journey to learn about VisualBasic 2008.
Appendix A provides the answers to chapter
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exercises. Appendix B introduces the
Microsoft Solution Framework. Appendix C
provides some background on security.
Appendix D provides insight into Windows
CardSpace. Appendix E compares the
differences between the latest versions of
the .NET Framework.
Expression Blend was Microsoft’s first
entry into the web application and design
space; the first time they trod on Adobe
Flash’s toes. They got a lot of things
right, and started to carve out a market,
but they didn’t get the crossover numbers
they wanted. Blend 2 is where they put
that right. It is a huge improvement over
Blend. This book details everything a
designer or developer needs to know to
start developing web applications in
Blend.
C# 2008 In Simple Steps
Altova® XMLSpy® 2011 User & Reference
Manual
ANSI C Programming
Programming Microsoft Dynamics CRM 4.0
T-SQL Querying

Visual Basic 2005 in Simple Steps is a book that
provides you with complete material to learn Visual
Basic 2005. Precise and complete, with an easy to
understand, lots of examples to support the concepts
and use of practical approach in presentation are
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some of the features that make the book unique in
itself.
This easy-to-use introduction to Microsoft Windows
Communication Foundation (WCF) is ideal for
developers who want to learn to build services on a
company network or as part of an enterprise system.
Built into Windows Vista and Longhorn, and
available for Windows XP and Windows 2003, WCF
provides a platform for service-oriented architecture
(SOA) that enables secure and reliable
communication among systems within an
organization or across the Internet. With WCF,
software developers can focus on their business
applications and not the plumbing required to
connect them. Furthermore, with WCF developers
can learn a single programming API to achieve
results previously provided by ASMX, Enterprise
Services and .NET Remoting. Learning WCF
removes the complexity of using this platform by
providing detailed answers, explanations and code
samples for the most common questions asked by
software developers. Windows Communication
Foundation (or WCF, formerly code name "Indigo")
provides a set of programming APIs that make it
easy to build and consume secure, reliable, and
transacted services. This platform removes the need
for developers to learn different technologies such as
ASMX, Enterprise Services and .NET Remoting, to
distribute system functionality on a corporate
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network or over the Internet. The first truly serviceoriented platform, WCF provides innovations that
decouple service design and development from
deployment and distribution - creating a more flexible
and agile environment. WCF also encapsulates all of
the latest web service standards for addressing,
security, reliability and more.
If you have been looking for a beginners book that
has a lot of easy to understand, step-by-step
instructions and screen shots that show you how to
complete and master Crystal Reports 2008 design
techniques correctly, this is the book for you. The No
Stress Tech Guide To Business Objects Crystal
Reports 2008 For Beginners book, is a self-paced
visual guide to learning Crystal Reports and is
written from the perspective that the reader has not
created a report before or has not used Crystal
Reports. This book is for the beginner and
intermediate user. To help you become familiar with
the options and features, this book contains over 500
illustrations that provide a visual tour of the software.
If you are looking for a book for Crystal Reports
Basic for Visual Studio 2010, see ISBN
9781935208129. If you have used a previous
version of Crystal Reports and only want to learn
about the new features, see ISBN 1-935208-01-2
What's New in Crystal Reports 2008.
Visual Basic 2005 With .Net 3.0 Framework In
Simple Steps
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Altova® Authentic® Desktop 2010 User & Reference
Manual
Microsoft Visual C# 2008 Step by Step
Visual Basic 2008 In Simple Steps
Energy costs impact the profitability of
virtually all industrial processes. Stressing
how plants use power, and how that power is
actually generated, this book provides a
clear and simple way to understand the energy
usage in various processes, as well as
methods for optimizing these processes using
practical hands-on simulations and a unique
approach that details solved problems
utilizing actual plant data. Invaluable
information offers a complete energy-saving
approach essential for both the chemical and
mechanical engineering curricula, as well as
for practicing engineers.
Whether for computer evaluation of
otherworldly terrain or the latest high
definition 3D blockbuster, digital image
processing involves the acquisition,
analysis, and processing of visual
information by computer and requires a unique
skill set that has yet to be defined a single
text. Until now. Taking an applicationsoriented, engineering approach, Digital Image
Processing and Analysis provides the tools
for developing and advancing computer and
human vision applications and brings image
processing and analysis together into a
unified framework. Providing information and
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background in a logical, as-needed fashion,
the author presents topics as they become
necessary for understanding the practical
imaging model under study. He offers a
conceptual presentation of the material for a
solid understanding of complex topics and
discusses the theory and foundations of
digital image processing and the algorithm
development needed to advance the field. With
liberal use of color through-out and more
materials on the processing of color images
than the previous edition, this book provides
supplementary exercises, a new chapter on
applications, and two major new tools that
allow for batch processing, the analysis of
imaging algorithms, and the overall research
and development of imaging applications. It
includes two new software tools, the Computer
Vision and Image Processing Algorithm Test
and Analysis Tool (CVIP-ATAT) and the CVIP
Feature Extraction and Pattern Classification
Tool (CVIP-FEPC). Divided into five major
sections, this book provides the concepts and
models required to analyze digital images and
develop computer vision and human consumption
applications as well as all the necessary
information to use the CVIPtools environment
for algorithm development, making it an ideal
reference tool for this fast growing field.
For fast, easy modeling, this practical guide
provides all the essential information you
need to know. A wide range of topics is
covered, including custom protocols,
programming in C++, External Model Access
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(EMA) modeling and co-simulation with
external systems, giving you the guidance not
provided in the OPNET documentation. A set of
high-level wrapper APIs is also included to
simplify programming custom OPNET models,
whether you are a newcomer to OPNET or an
experienced user needing to model
efficiently. From the basic to the advanced,
you will find topics are easy to follow with
theory kept to a minimum, many practical tips
and answers to frequently asked questions
spread throughout the book and numerous stepby-step case studies and real-world network
scenarios included.
Introducing Windows 7 for Developers
Altova® UModel® 2009 User & Reference Manual
Human and Computer Vision Applications with
CVIPtools, Second Edition
Modeling, Analysis and Optimization of
Process and Energy Systems
Digital Image Processing and Analysis

Get answers to common questions about setting up the
design environment and building custom solutions with
Microsoft Dynamics CRM. Delve into core architecture,
tools, and techniques, and learn how to exploit powerful
customization features. Authored by industry-leading
experts, this book shows how to deliver intelligent CRM
solutions that meet the unique challenges and
requirements of your business. Discover how to: Set up
the development environment Enhance the product’s
APIs with your own code Execute business logic using
plug-ins Build custom workflows that extend native
workflow functions Create
user-friendly integration with
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scripts and application extensions Code custom pages
optimized for Microsoft Outlook with Offline Access
Extend Microsoft Dynamics CRM using ASP.NET Create
advanced Windows Workflow Foundation solutions
Extend multilingual and multicurrency features Construct
a custom security-access solution Get code samples on
the Web.
Whether you’re a total novice or a programmer shifting to
C#, the newest version of this programming language is
full of cool features you’ll want to use. With its Visual
Studio compatibility, C# is the perfect language for
building Windows Vista applications. And the 2008
version works with LINQ, a query language with syntax
similar to SQL but which simplifies database code and
can also write queries on XML files. For the best basic
C# how-to, it’s hard to beat C# 2008 For Dummies. This
plain-English guide to programming with C# can have
you creating your first console application before you
finish Part I. In fact, the basic template you create at that
point will be the foundation of many other apps as you
move through the book. Along the way you’ll get the
scoop on organizing your data, object-oriented
programming (also known as OOP), and a great LINQrelated feature called delegates and events. You’ll find
out how to Create a console application template
Perform logical comparisons Work with loops and if
statements Understand collection syntax Use interfaces
and object-oriented concepts Apply delegates and
events, and much more You’ll even gain some rare
insight into how to understand error messages you may
get when programming in C#. All the code you need can
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be found on the companion Web site, along with great
bonus information that helps you do more with C# 2008.
So — what are you waiting for? Grab C# 2008 For
Dummies and let’s get started!
Get hands-on answers to frequently asked questions
about using Microsoft .NET technologies to customize
and extend SAP applications. Walk through dozens of
real-world examples—from Web Services integration to
business intelligence (BI) reporting and Microsoft Officebased solutions—direct from a team of Microsoft–SAP
interoperability experts. Learn how to expose back-end
SAP data through familiar Microsoft tools and UIs—for
better productivity and lower TCO. Discover how to:
Navigate the development environment and
tools—including Microsoft Visual Studio , Visual Studio
Tools for Office, and BizTalk Server Connect .NET and
SAP via Web Services, tools like SAP Connector and
Enterprise Service Explorer, and .NET Data Provider
Implement BI solutions that unlock SAP data through
familiar Microsoft UIs Expose data from SAP NetWeaver
Portal in Microsoft Office SharePoint Server Use the
Business Data Catalog to display and search SAP
content—no coding Build your own Office Business
Applications (OBAs), or put Duet to work Add Microsoft
Office presence functionality and forms solutions to SAP
applications Deliver a single sign-on solution
Inside Microsoft SQL Server 2008
Altova XMLSpy 2012 User & Reference Manual
Altova DiffDog 2011 User & Reference Manual
Altova DiffDog 2013 User & Reference Manual
Altova Authentic Desktop 2011 User & Reference
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This is a book that helps you to learn C# using Visual Studio
2008. Precision, an easy-to-understanding style, real life
examples in support of the concepts, and practical approach in
presentation are some of the features that make the book
unique in itself. The text in the book is presented in such a way
that is equally helpful to beginners as well as professionals.
Apart from basic concepts of C#, this edition of the book
particularly deals with some new and advanced topics, such as
WPF, WCF, WF and LINQ.The book covers:· C#
programming basics· Object oriented programming concepts·
Developing Windows applications· Working with standard
controls, dialog boxes and menus· Developing WPF
applications· Creating database-driven Windows and WPF
applications· LINQ· Deploying Windows applications using
Windows Installer and ClickOnce· Developing Workflow
applications· Creating and using Web Services and WCF
Services
Provides information on the architecture of the T-SQL
programming language to create scalable code.
This is a book that helps you to learn Visual Basic using
Visual Studio 2008. Precision, an easy-to-understanding style,
real life examples in support of the concepts, and practical
approach in presentation are some of the features that make
the book unique in itself. The text in the book is presented in
such a way that is equally helpful to beginners as well as
professionals.The book covers:· Introduction to .NET
Framework and Visual Studio 2008· Fundamentals of Visual
Basic 2008 programming language· Working with Windows
Forms and common windows controls· Windows Workflow
foundation (WF)· Working with database in Visual Basic 2008·
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Language Integrated Query (LINQ)· Deployment of
applications in Visual Basic 2008· Windows Communication
Foundation (WCF)
From Novice to Professional
Beginning C# 2008 Databases
Altova® DiffDog® 2012 User & Reference Manual
Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 Unleashed
Altova® UModel® 2013 User & Reference Manual
Presents information on the tools and
techniques of Windows 7 to help create
effective applications.
Visual Studio 2008 is packed with features
that help you create better software and do
it with less repetition and drudgery. Visual
Studio 2008 All-In-One Desk Reference For
Dummies shows you how to make the most of
this cool suite of tools! It’s all here! This
comprehensive, seven-books-in-one guide gets
you up and running with Visual Studio 2008 in
no time. You’ll discover Microsoft’s vision
for Visual Studio, get familiar with the .Net
environment and languages, and learn how to
install, browse, and make connections with
Visual Studio. Soon, you’ll be building
applications for Vista, Office 2007, and
mobile devices; using AJAX and LINQ; and
testing and debugging your programs. Discover
how to: Understand Visual Studio’s role in
software development Work with .Net languages
Develop applications for Vista Build smart
client interfaces Use the visual data
designer Use Ajax controls Streamline
application deployment Debug your
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applications Explore ASP. NET services Work
with strongly typed data sets Access data
with Visual Studio Program with Visual Studio
2008 Build professional reports with Crystal
Reports Fully updated with new information on
Vista and .NET Framework 3.0 development, MS
Office application development, and more,
Visual Studio 2008 All-In-One Desk Reference
For Dummies also features a companion Web
site packed with sample projects,
supplemental podcasts, and a support forum.
You’ll never find a smarter way to get up to
speed with Visual Studio 2008!
Visual Basic 2008 Black Book Is The Most
Comprehensive Book That You Will Find On
Visual Baisc.Net. It Contains Useful Material
On All The Concepts Of Visual Basic 2008, And
At The Same Time, Teaches You How To
Implement These Concepts Programmatically By
Providing Appropriate Examples Along-With
Detailed Explanations. This Edition Of The
Book Particularly Deals With Some New And
Advanced Topics: Such As Wpf, Wcf, Wf,
Asp.Net, Ajax, Silverlight, And Linq. This
Unique Book On Visual Basic 2008 Has
Extensive Coverage Of The Language; No Doubt,
Every Aspect Of The Book Is Worth Its Price.
Part I - .Net Framework 3.5 And Visual Studio
2008 Chapter 1: Getting Started With .Net
Framework 3.5 Chapter 2: Introducing Visual
Studio 2008 Part Ii - Visual Basic
Programming Language And Oops Chapter 3:
Introducing Visual Basic 2008 Chapter 4: Flow
Control And Exception Handling In Visual
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Basic 2008 Chapter 5: Object-Oriented
Programming In Visual Basic 2008 Part Iii Windows Forms And Wpf Chapter 6: Windows
Forms In Visual Basic 2008 Chapter 7: Windows
Forms Controls - I Chapter 8: Windows Forms
Controls- Ii Chapter 9: Windows Forms
Controls - Iii Chapter 10: Windows Forms
Controls - Iv Chapter 11: Windows Forms
Controls - V Chapter 12: Introducing Windows
Presentation Foundation Chapter 13: Working
With Wpf 3.5 Controls, Resources, Styles,
Templates, And Commands Chapter 14: Using
Graphics And Multimedia In Windows Forms And
Wpf Part Iv - Asp.Net 3.5 Chapter 15:
Introducing Asp.Net 3.5 And Web Forms Chapter
16: Standard Web Server Controls Chapter 17:
Navigation Controls In Asp.Net 3.5 Chapter
18: Login And Web Parts Controls In Asp.Net
3.5 Chapter 19: Enhancing Web Applications
With Silverlight Part V - Services And
Deployment Chapter 20: Asp.Net 3.5 Web
Services Chapter 21: Introducing Windows
Communication Foundation Chapter 22:
Deploying Windows And Web Applications Part
Vi - Ado.Net And Linq Chapter 23: Data Access
With Ado.Net Chapter 24: Data Binding In
Windows Forms And Wpf Applications Chapter
25: Data Binding In Asp.Net Applications
Chapter 26: Working With Linq Part Vii Advanced Topics Chapter 27: Working With
Windows Workflow Foundation Chapter 28:
Threading In Visual Basic 2008 Chapter 29:
Collections And Generics Chapter 30: Working
With Xml And .Net Chapter 31: The My Object
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Chapter 32: .Net Assemblies Chapter 33:
Developing Windows Mobile Applications
Chapter 34: Security And Cryptography In .Net
Chapter 35: .Net Remoting In Visual Basic
2008 Chapter 36: Human Resources Management
System
No Stress Tech Guide to Crystal Reports Basic
for Visual Studio 2008 for Beginners
Altova® UModel® 2011 User & Reference Manual
Beginning Microsoft Visual Basic 2008
Learning Visual Basic 2008 with .Net
Framework 3.5
A Hands-on Guide
Microsoft® Visual Studio 2008 Unleashed is an end-to-end, deep
dive into the Visual Studio development environment. It’s meant to
provide you guidance on how you can squeeze the ultimate
productivity out of the many features built into the .NET
development tools. Understanding how to use your tools will make
you a better developer. This book was written with that premise as
its focus. The authors have folded in real-world development
experience alongside detailed information about the IDE. The result
is practical, easy-to-employ information that will make you a more
productive and complete developer. This book also helps to ease
your transition from other development environments and former
versions of Visual Studio. Finally, this book provides an entire
section dedicated to Visual Studio Team System. It will help you
understand how the Team Architect, Team Developer, Team
Database Developer, and Team Tester work with the Team
Foundation Server to increase team collaboration, visibility, and
productivity. Microsoft® Visual Studio 2008 Unleashed provides
straight, to-the-point answers to common developer questions about
the IDE. Detailed Information on… What’s new in Visual Studio
2008 Working with solutions, projects, editors, and designers
Writing ASP.NET applications Writing and consuming Web
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Services using Windows Communication Foundation (WCF)
Writing Windows Forms and Windows Presentation Foundation
(WPF) applications Creating and hosting workflow-based
applications using Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) Working
with data and databases Refactoring code Debugging code
Automating the IDE Writing macros, add-ins, and wizards Using
team collaboration and the Visual Studio Team System products
Managing source code changes Tracking projects with Team
Foundation Server and work items Modeling applications
Performing unit, web, and load testing Working with Team
Foundation Build
Get the hands-on, step-by-step guide to learning the latest
enhancements in Microsoft Visual C# 2008. Visual C#, one of the
tools in Microsoft Visual Studio 2008, is a modern programming
language designed to deliver a productive environment for creating
business frameworks and reusable object-oriented components.
Whether you’re a beginning programmer or new to the Visual C#
programming language, you’ll learn how to use the fundamental
features of Visual Studio 2008 and gain a basic understanding of
the latest enhancement of the Visual C# language. You’ll work at
your own pace through hands-on, learn-by-doing exercises, get
started creating components and working Windows applications,
and build your knowledge as you start creating your first Visual
C#–based applications. You’ll also explore how to create data
management and Web-based applications. In each chapter, work
through learn-by-doing exercises that demonstrate how, when, and
why to use the many features of the Visual C# rapid application
development environment. Includes a companion CD with code
samples, data sets, and a fully searchable eBook. For customers
who purchase an ebook version of this title, instructions for
downloading the CD files can be found in the ebook.
API Design for C++ provides a comprehensive discussion of
Application Programming Interface (API) development, from initial
design through implementation, testing, documentation, release,
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versioning, maintenance, and deprecation. It is the only book that
teaches the strategies of C++ API development, including interface
design, versioning, scripting, and plug-in extensibility. Drawing
from the author's experience on large scale, collaborative software
projects, the text offers practical techniques of API design that
produce robust code for the long term. It presents patterns and
practices that provide real value to individual developers as well as
organizations. API Design for C++ explores often overlooked
issues, both technical and non-technical, contributing to successful
design decisions that product high quality, robust, and long-lived
APIs. It focuses on various API styles and patterns that will allow
you to produce elegant and durable libraries. A discussion on
testing strategies concentrates on automated API testing techniques
rather than attempting to include end-user application testing
techniques such as GUI testing, system testing, or manual testing.
Each concept is illustrated with extensive C++ code examples, and
fully functional examples and working source code for
experimentation are available online. This book will be helpful to
new programmers who understand the fundamentals of C++ and
who want to advance their design skills, as well as to senior
engineers and software architects seeking to gain new expertise to
complement their existing talents. Three specific groups of readers
are targeted: practicing software engineers and architects,
technical managers, and students and educators. The only book that
teaches the strategies of C++ API development, including design,
versioning, documentation, testing, scripting, and extensibility.
Extensive code examples illustrate each concept, with fully
functional examples and working source code for experimentation
available online. Covers various API styles and patterns with a
focus on practical and efficient designs for large-scale long-term
projects.
Altova® DiffDog® 2010 User & Reference Manual
Learning WCF
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Visual Studio 2008 All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies

Visual Basic 2008 In Simple StepsDreamtech Press
Get the end-to-end instruction you need to design,
develop, and deploy more effective data integration,
reporting, and analysis solutions using SQL Server
2008--whether you're new to business intelligence
(BI) programming or a seasoned pro. With real-world
examples and insights from an expert team, you'll
master the concepts, tools, and techniques for
building solutions that deliver intelligence--and
business value--exactly where users want it.
Discover how to: Manage the development life cycle
and build a BI team Dig into SQL Server Analysis
Services, Integration Services, and Reporting
Services Navigate the Business Intelligence
Development Studio (BIDS) Write queries that rank,
sort, and drill down on sales data Develop extract,
transform, and load (ETL) solutions Add a source
code control system Help secure packages for
deployment via encryption and credentials Use MDX
and DMX Query Designers to build reports based on
OLAP cubes and data mining models Create and
implement custom objects using .NET code View
reports in Microsoft Office Excel and Office
SharePoint Serverook
Assuming only basic knowledge of C# 3.0,
Beginning C# 3.0 Databases teaches all the
fundamentals of database technology and database
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programming readers need to quickly become highly
proficient database users and application
developers. It explains and demonstrates how to
create database objects and program against them
in both T-SQL and C#. Full of practical, detailed
examples, it's been fully revised and updated for C#
3.0 and offers the most complete, detailed, and
gentle introduction to database technology for all C#
programmers at any level of experience.
Building Applications in WPF and Silverlight
Visual Basic 2008 Programming Black Book,
Platinum Edition (With Cd)
Smart Business Intelligence Solutions with Microsoft
SQL Server 2008
C# 2008 For Dummies
Altova® UModel® 2012 User & Reference Manual
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